
 

NEW HOPE... 

The Village Serkapadi is one of the PVTG village of Sibapadar Gram panchayat of Muniguda 

block and the village is cover up full of natural scenario. There is a one small PVTG tribal 

family named Rajani Sikaka and she is living one small hurt with small her family, daily 

wages is the main income sources of their livelihood and they could not have accessed to any 

facilities from others.  in the year 2019-20 Jayanti was selected for tailoring IGA through 

VDC members and she has little  skill on tailoring management, now she was pour out 

because daily wages is the main source of her family for livelihood management because as 

we know that, they  have no any other livelihood options for family management 

.  

 As result Rajani Sikaka strongly decided and started a  dressmaking (tailoring) work with 

the support from OPELIP project the  stitching machine and others stitching materials was 

provided by DKDA-Chatikona and FNGO Shakti Through Serkapadi DKDA GUS and initially 

she was stitch Chudidar, Blouse, Saya and repairing of old dress/cloths. Through the work 

she has been able to income Rs 500-600 per week which is very much helpful for her family 

as result she is able to her family management. Still she is in the process of changing the 

personal life in all aspect through family support and also support of OPELIP is a medium of 

the personal and family progress.  

OPELIP intervention through SHAKTI FNGO has created a good and new impact. The Case of 

Rajani Sikaka is example to others towards development process. Here SHAKTI FNGO can 

see the support of moral and technical to family members which brought to success in life of 

Rajani Sikaka. The alternative and critically thinking is the example for others to tackle the 

problems for getting better future and sustainable life with new Hope in her life cycle process. 


